
 

What is Charles Bonnet syndrome, the eye
condition that causes hallucinations?
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Visual hallucinations, or seeing things that aren't really there, can be
frightening and distressing.
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They may occur due to a large variety of physical and psychiatric
conditions. But a lesser known cause is Charles Bonnet syndrome
(pronounced bo-nay), named after the Swiss scientist who first described
the condition in 1760.

Charles Bonnet syndrome (also called visual release hallucinations)
refers to visual hallucinations in patients with severe vision loss due to
eye, optic nerve or brain disease.

We don't know the exact cause of Charles Bonnet syndrome. But the
most commonly accepted theory is the loss of visual sensory signals to
the brain (for example, when a person becomes blind) means the brain
cannot put the brakes on excessive and unwanted brain activity.

This leads the part of the brain responsible for the sensation of vision
(the visual cortex) to fire signals inappropriately. The person in turn
perceives they are seeing something in the absence of a true stimulus—a
visual hallucination.

If these symptoms are affecting you, a friend or family member who has
become blind in one or both eyes, it's important to understand it's not a
sign of "going mad."

What are Charles Bonnet hallucinations like?

The hallucinations may be "simple" (such as lines, shapes, or flashes of
light) or "complex" (such as formed images of animals, like butterflies).
Simple hallucinations are much more common.

They may occur for seconds or minutes to hours or continuously, and the
frequency ranges from isolated episodes to multiple times a day. It's
normal for Charles Bonnet syndrome to last for years; some people will
experience symptoms for the rest of their lives.
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https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-Bonnet
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/brain+disease/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1479-8301.2009.00288.x
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9091601
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24825847-negative-outcome-charles-bonnet-syndrome/?from_term=Cox+TM&from_cauthor_id=24825847&from_pos=1


 

The nature of Charles Bonnet hallucinations is highly variable. That is,
people who are affected often don't see the same thing repeatedly, and
one person with Charles Bonnet syndrome will see different things from
the next person.

Charles Bonnet hallucinations often have little or no emotional meaning,
allowing affected people to recognize they are not real. This is distinct
from hallucinations associated with mental illness.

Other features of visual hallucinations unique to Charles Bonnet
syndrome include:

hallucinations only appear in the areas where vision is lost (for
example, a person who is blind in their left eye will perceive
hallucinations only in that eye)
hallucinations are more frequently seen with the eyes open than
closed, and may disappear when the person closes their eyes or
looks away
hallucinations are more common in settings of sensory
deprivation (for example, at night time or in dim lighting, or
during periods of inactivity).

Who is affected?

Most people with Charles Bonnet syndrome are older adults (usually
over 70). This is probably because vision loss is most common in this age
group. But any person of any age with acquired vision loss can develop
Charles Bonnet syndrome.

The causes of blindness that lead to Charles Bonnet syndrome are usually
macular degeneration, glaucoma, diabetes, stroke and injury—but any
disease that leads to blindness may cause Charles Bonnet syndrome.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8622335
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8622335
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8622335
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8622335
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8622335
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18983551
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/macular+degeneration/
https://www.hollows.org/au/eye-health/diabetic-retinopathy?gclid=Cj0KCQiA2vjuBRCqARIsAJL5a-JKWwv0VqzUfB0BH7XZVpJzIKDMYh_5kfXTuPe13_CGEjkAd4OlnXAaAhV5EALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.visionaustralia.org/information/eye-conditions/stroke?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&gclid=Cj0KCQiA2vjuBRCqARIsAJL5a-JO8Ty6cKPi-X8IkE7mWs90kZtUbz4UvwbewgvMyqgXYyybMfFTvVEaAp-pEALw_wcB


 

The syndrome does not occur in congenital blindness (people born blind
from birth).

We currently have no conclusive data on how many Australians have
Charles Bonnet syndrome, although one study estimated more than 17%
of people aged over 60 with impaired vision had it. In another study, as
many as 57% of participants with vision loss reported perceived visual
hallucinations.

Importantly, it may be more common than estimated because of lack of
reporting. That is, people who are affected may not report their
hallucinations due to fear of psychiatric disease or of being perceived to
be "going mad."

Further, people who do report their symptoms may be misdiagnosed
with psychosis or dementia.

Treatment options are limited

Seeing a general practitioner (often in conjunction with a neurologist
and/or geriatrician) is an important first step to exclude other causes of
hallucinations. These could include dementia, physical neurological
conditions (for example, a brain tumor), epilepsy and delirium due to
infections or medications. Your doctor may order blood tests and/or
brain imaging to rule these out.

Treatment for Charles Bonnet syndrome is very limited, but many
patients report reassurance is all they need, especially for infrequent
hallucinations or those that don't adversely affect quality of life.

Strategies to minimize the frequency and duration of hallucinations
include frequent blinking or rapid eye movement, going to a lighter place
or switching a light on, and increasing social interaction, which helps to
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18983551
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2314586
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3555593/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/general+practitioner/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/syndrome/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11711837
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11711837
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/hallucinations/


 

counter inactivity.

For patients with debilitating symptoms, doctors may trial medications
such as antidepressants, antipsychotics and antiepileptic drugs, though
their efficacy is variable and may be outweighed by side effects.

Hallucinations may disappear if the cause of vision loss can be corrected
(for example, if severe cataracts were causing blindness and the patient
has a cataracts operation).

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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